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who
we are

For us, client`s success is our success!

NARSUN heroes are well versed
in handling challenges and
always stretch the limits.

We Don’t Just Say, We Do
NARSUN Studios is a high-end technology
enterprise with an overall experience of 30+years
in information & technology business. With the
utmost efforts of experienced individuals, we are
highly focused on empowering clients to take their
products from inception to development.
With years of experience in our domain, we are very
capable of designing Web/Mobile solutions as well
as providing Game development services like none
other. We offer high quality services, on time and
within the defined budget

we go beyond
the limit to let
you achieve big

our
services
App Development

Web Development

Game Development

Applications are one of the quickest and

Our team of full stack developers are all

Gaming has been a great source of entertain-

most effective way to utilize technology. We

geared up to build custom web applications to

ment ever since. We have set-up a standard

develop pixel-perfect apps for Windows, iOS

uplift your reputation in the digital market.We

in the world of gamification by facilitating

and Android platforms with first class user ex-

understand your exact business needs and help

clients with world class games using “Unreal”

perience. We are making the process simpler,

you get the desired and most attractive user

Engine and “Unity 3D” technologies. Our main

and providing easy, smart and user friendly

interface design.Our aim is to produce highly

expertise in game development expands over

mobile applications

maintained web applications to surpass your

a wide range including 2D/3D, Augmented

expectations

Reality (AR), Virtual Reality (VR).

Digital Marketing

Advertisement

S.E.O & Content Strategy

In today’s digitized world, digital marketing

We make all efforts in planning your campaigns

Each content on your website will be written

has taken the shape of a pillar on which the

by identifying the right strategy that will allow

with SEO perspective to generate profitable

success of a business stands. Putting technol-

you to reach out to your targeted customers.

traffic. We will define search terms that will

ogy to its most efficient use, we have brought

Advertisement on social networks is beneficial

fall into your industry expertise to improve

the concept of Augmented Reality alongside

and cost-effective. Therefore, we engage your

ranking of your website.

digital marketing to arrange an excellent way

project in online advertisement strategy to drive

to interact with the customers.

traffic to your site, widen customer reach, and
develop relationships.

Software Consulting

Graphics Design

Quality Assurance

We aid our clients develop a better idea about

Our individuals have great design sense. With

For us, Quality Assurance and Testing is an

their requirements and how it may exactly

their utmost efforts we were able to deliver sev-

important phases of project completion

give a boost to their businesses. If you have

eral eye-catching application designs, 3D mod-

lifecycle. We have a proper team of experts in

an idea that could be a game changer, we can

eling, logo designing, texturing and animation.

place for QC/QA tasks. We ensure the quality

help you bring it to life.

of your product.

App Development
NARSUN Studios have been named a top developing company in Pakistan and is
proud to be an Industry leader on Clutch. With the efforts of our team of experts, we
design creative, friendly and scalable mobile applications.

We Make Sure Your Applications Are
Reliable
Build trust worthy quality,
performs consistently well
and responsive.

Faster
Make sure site does
not take longer than 3
seonds to load. Faster
responding interface.

Engaging
Get a deeper insight of
your application interaction
with audiences.

Custom App Development
We deploy customized solution for each client keeping in mind every detail they require. Our clients are
always a part of our team so we keep them engaged throughout.Building trust is an important key. We
are never behind in suggesting what’s best for them and how we can add value to their product. We feel
there’s a constant need of maintaining communication through-out the software development lifecycle,
keeping in mind business critical requirements, priority, goals, stakeholder`s involvement and their key
roles.

Our aim is to develop bug free applications, we pass your product
through various testing stages and focus on adding features as per
your given features.

You can confide in us
Websites help you be found online, connects with potential customers and plays an important part in your
company`s success. We believe a website should not only be good but also provide a seamless user-experience to visitors. NARSUN helps you get the most tempting user interface to capture the attention of your
customers. As almost every other person likes to access the internet on their cell phones, our profcient engineers make sure that your application is efficiently mobile optimized.

We Understand Your Project
Our well-defined strategy allows us to first gain in-depth knowledge about your product. Even a little
impression cannot be ignored. After carefully listening to your idea, we authenticate gathered requirements
and make prototypes to give you a visual representation of how your end product will look like for you
better understanding. This willallow us to develop your project in the shortest time possible. All stakeholders
will be involved in the overall development process from day one. We will keep you updated!

Web Development
Building a website is easy, designing one takes skills

Game Development
Gaming has been a great source of entertainment ever since. We have set-up a standard
in the world of gamification by facilitating clients with world class games using “Unreal”
Engine and “Unity 3D” technologies. Our main expertise in game development expands
over a wide range including 2D/3D, Augmented Reality (AR), Virtual Reality (VR).

We Make Sure Your Applications Are
Reliable
Build trust worthy quality,
performs consistently well
and responsive.

Faster
Make sure site does not
take longer than 3 seconds
to load. Faster responding
interface.

Engaging
Get a deeper insight of
your application interaction
with audiences.

Custom App Development
We deploy customized solution for each client keeping in mind every detail they require. Our clients are
always a part of our team so we keep them engaged throughout.Building trust is an important key. We
are never behind in suggesting what’s best for them and how we can add value to their product. We feel
there’s a constant need of maintaining communication through-out the software development lifecycle,
keeping in mind business critical requirements, priority, goals, stakeholder`s involvement and their key
roles.

Our aim is to develop bug free applications, we pass your product
through various testing stages and focus on adding features as per
your given features.

Our tale
Since our formation, NARSUN Studios is serving the purpose of connecting your businesses with specific
audience for promotion of your brand through digital channels. Our ultimate goal is to appeal people to
make them learn about your services. We truly understand that achieving your dreams is no small talk, you
have to face challenges that beats you up but we through our creativity inspire you to remain focus on
your goals.We create, rejuvenate, and reposition your brand reputation.We are fully prepared to take your
business worldwide through our customized strategies.
Strategic Marketing

Competitor Analysis

Social Media Management

We put your product in the right place

Our way of doing competitor

We take care of your online interactions

and at the right time. Purpose is to

analysis is getting a bird`s eye view

with potential audience across social

highlight unique selling proposition of

and detailed understanding of what

media channels including Facebook,

your product between the right audi-

your opponents are attaining and

Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram, Google

ence by generating advertisements,

keeping that in mind we focus on

Ads etc. Generate attractive posts on

sales promotions, special offers and

accomplishing something better to

daily basis to spread your message to

public relations.

present to your audience.

digital world.

“

We have technology, finally, that for the first time in human history
allows people to really maintain rich connections with much larger
numbers of people.
– Pierre Omidyar

Digital Marketing
Brilliant minds. Storytellers. Giving you a voice.

Advertisement

We are a creative company
We are a creative company that puts people at the center of everything we do. We work with both clients and
consumers in an atmosphere of honesty and truth, wiping away preconceptions and learning together. Our mission
is to create experiences that reach millions and even billions, but seem to speak only to you. We call this effect mass
intimacy. The smarter, braver work that results from this approach brings people closer to our clients’ businesses,
gets them to care, and urges them to take action. Because great work is only great if it reaps results.

Augmented Reality (AR)

TVC

Virtual Reality (VR)

Advertisement through AR

TVC via Animations

Advertisement through VR

Augmented Reality(AR) plays a vital
role in the evolution of the IT sector.
It is anticipated to target all areas of
the IT sector. Combined with the idea
of digital marketing, it can help you do
wonders. We provide the use of AR in
digital marketing to make your marketing
campaigns a lot more interactive and
interesting for your target audience.

The conventional techniques for TVCs
are not interesting enough to grasp
the attention of the viewer. However,
the addition of animations can give
your advertisment a whole new look.
We help use animations for the TVCs
of your brand so that it might take
the user engagement to a whole new
level.

Virtual Reality is also equally essential
to bring innovation in the IT sector. It
helps redefine the interactive world you
provide to the user. It does not only aid
the creation of an environment, but also
help you enhance user engagement.

We Help Grow Your Business

We help small and large businesses to grow and promote their services online, target specific audience to
gain conversions and profits, boost SERPs ranking to display your site on top of google searches. We claim
100% customer satisfaction, guaranteed results on search engines and increased conversion and ROI.

Our S.E.O Service Includes
On Page S.E.O

Off Page S.E.O

Website Audit & Analysis

When it comes to on-page SEO, stan-

To impact your rankings within search

Even if your website is completely

dard keywords are used that has more

engine results pages, off page SEO is

optimized, there’s still likely to be some

weigh with search engines.We use

achieved.We use different strategies

issues that needs your attention. We do

user-friendly URLs and always use a

such as blog directory submission,

complete audit of your website to see if

target keyword in that URL.Most vital

article & forum submission,building

its user-friendly and has top-notch con-

aspect is the implementation of meta

backlinks which is the heart of off-

tent, or maybe has some broken files or

tags, meta descriptions and internal

page SEO, guest blogging, influencer

links. Finding technical errors, identify

linking.

marketing and use of social channels

SEO problems and UI/UX analysis,

to create social awareness.

S.E.O Optimized Website

Website Ranking

Keyword Research

Serves up the best website content

We ensure your website ranks within

We use comprehensive keyword strat-

to target potential audiences, grow

the top 5 results on Google’s first

egy to identify high-value buyer key-

organic traffic, creates a lasting

page.By using an advanced filter, we

words and place them in your content

impression on your audience through

find widely used keywords industry

to drive more traffic towards your site.

text and design and give your audi-

wise and confirm the rankings.

We dig deeper into the SEO strategy by

ence what they want and expect.

comparing keywords your competitors
are using for their site benefits and adjust your keyword process on an edge.

S.E.O & Content Strategy
Each content on your website will be written with SEO perspective to generate profitable traffic. We will define search terms that will fall into your industry expertise to
improve ranking of your website.

Graphic Design

Logo Design

SMM Design

Work with our experienced designers to create a logo that will

We recognize the importance of visual materials hence we design

grow your brand.We make completely custom logo designs and

effective visual content for social media.No matter how good your

ensure you get bespoke logo that sets you a part from others.

services are, no one will get to know unless it is accompanied with

You just describe your vision and we by using our creativity

nice visuals to grab people`s attention. The services we provide

will design your ideal company logo. We design Infographics,

are original graphic with unique illustrations, eye-catching photos,

Flyers,Postcards,Banners, Business Cards,Stickers, and more.

1D & 2D conceptual videos and animated interactions to display
your idea. We make sure of using the right colors & contrasts,
typography so the text is visible to the max, ravishing styles &
templates, right branding and clarity of everything.

Application Design

3D Modeling

We have talented UI/UX experts that transforms your inception

3D models are crucial components of digital production.With

into prototypes and provides a visual representation of how your

3D printing to animation, rigging, character animation, 3D mo-

end product will look like.Our primary objective is to maintain uni-

tion graphics,architectural visualization, product design, render-

formity and ensure apps are easy to use, enjoyable and effective in

ing and environment designing to help gain a competitive edge

interaction with users.We follow application standards and design

in the market.

fault less apps.

There are three responses to a piece of design – YES, NO, and WOW! Later is
the one We aim for!

We believe when you are out of quality, you’re out of business.”
Our QA Service Includes
Manual QA & Testing

Autonomous QA & Testing

We conduct manual testing to ensure that the application is

Draw insights from a testfor large and intensive applications and

error free and it is working in conformance to the specified

give effective results. With so many years of experience in QA

functional requirements.Test cases are designed, reported

and testing, we have delivered numerous projects with the help

defects are fixed by developers, safeguardquality of the system

of our in-house QA specialists.

and delivers bug-free product to the customer.

Unit Testing

Performance & Stress Testing

Our software engineers conduct Unit testing by using the White

To test behavior and performance of application, examining

box testing method. Effective bug reporting is our ultimate goal

responsiveness, stability, scalability, reliability, and product speed.

to make sure even single error is detected in the beginning of

With stress testing we also examine memory leaks, slowness,

construction phase to save time, effort and cost. This testing

security issues and data corruption.

provides change facilitation, easy way of finding errors and integration testing is streamlined.

SQA & Testing
Our primary emphasis is to provide our prospect the best possible product
with 100% quality guaranteed. We Plan, we Do, we Check, we Act.

Software Consulting

We Offer Software & Tech Consulting
NARSUN Studios is an IT based organization working on a range of tasks pertaining to different areas of design and development; focused on
Web/Mobile Applications and Games development. For us, client’s satisfaction is a top priority! We are providing high quality services in a very
affordable time frame and cost. Our team is well capable of handling any challenges related to our area of expertise and always look ahead to
take exciting projects!

Code Takeover

Code Audits

We will keep your system running smoothly even after

If you already have a code written but just looking to test it, we are here at your

code takeover. You keep your headaches to the mini-

service. We conduct code audits with the intent of discovering bugs, reduc-

mum and let us do the analysis.We will understand your

ing errors, security breaches or violations of programming conventions.Get

entire code, test it and then share our suggestions and

acquainted with the present project structure and functionality, Validate the

resources to help you endure the finish line.

current performance and scalability and assess the code maintainability level
and associated risks and costs.

How Can We Help
A lot of things can go wrong with the software coding, as we have mastered in our domain with years of experience and extensive industry insights, let us write efficient and bug freecodes for your business. We can advise on technology selection and ensure the quality of your software.

Interactive Games

our
products

Being one of the leading game developers in Pakistan, we create realistic
interactive games using UNREAL
ENGINE which is known as the best
tool for building life-like video games.
This extensive environment of customer-oriented games is created to
provide deep analysis of audience
interested in your product by engaging customers in techniques such a
competition, ranking lists or trivia

Immersive Games

Augmented Reality

Virtual Reality

We at NARSUN Studios, use interactive methods to provide deep analysis of audience interested in your
product. Just to explain, gamification
is not just about playing games but
it is a far-reaching concept. The best
thing is that it is very easy breezy to
implement. With our deep engagement via gamification, we have effectively made our way to the top game
development studios in Pakistan.

Augmented Reality seem to have
been on the cusp of mainstream success for years. We design games in
a real-world environment where the
objects that reside in the real world
are enhanced by computer-generated perceptual information. Games
are designed in an existing environment in which for example a room is
turned into a playing field or maybe
a tunnel.

By wearing VR handsets, a realistic image and sound is generated.
Person whos wearing that device
will experience an artificial world.
He can move around, walk, touch
like the image is for real. We have
designed picture-perfect games in
Virtual reality that seem too realistic that even the person forgets hes
wearing a gadget to see all that.

interactive
games

Deep Engagement via Gamification
Using interactive games we provide a deep analysis of what kind of users
from what domain and what age group are interested in the product.

Few Products
SYDNEY SIXERS
KART RACE

ASG HAT SHUFFLE/
KART RACE

DELLAS COWBOYS
HAT SHUFFLE

X-GAMES
JEEP RACE

ADELAIDE
TUG OF WAR

PPI GROUP
POP-A-SHOT

FALCON
PACHINKO

COLUMBUS HAT
SHUFFLE/KART RACE

BLACK HAWK
MATCH GAME

BULLS KART
RACE LEXUS

AUSTRAILIAN CRICKET
HAT SHUFFLE

MELBOURNE STAR
KART RACE

BRISBANE HEAT
CUA DASH RACE

COYOTES
KART RACE

KANSAS
KART RACE

and alot more....

Melbourne
Hat Shuffle
The fans choose under which
helmet the chocolate bar is for a
chance to win prizes.

Adelaide
Hat Shuffle
Tug of war is an interactive experience for fans to choose their
favourite mascots or the sponsor
vodafone and indulge in a tug of
war between adelaide strikers’
mascots and the vodafone car.

Fan Vote
Vote for the best image out of
the three for a chance to win the
grand prize if the image you voted
for gets the most votes.

Falcons Plinko
Drop the puck and try your luck to
win amazing prizes.

Augmented Reality
Augmented Reality seem to have been on the cusp of mainstream success for
years. We design games in a real-world environment where the objects that
reside in the real world are enhanced by computer-generated perceptual information. Games are designed in an existing environment in which for example a
room is turned into a playing field or maybe a tunnel.

augmented
reality

LAYS AR
Collect weekly flavors and get a chance to win
a prize every week or Collect them all to enter
in the race for the GRAND PRIZE.
Seven flavors, Seven weeks, One Grand Winner

NARSUN
AR DEMO
Using Augmented reality, the AR Demo app
brings your shopping cart items to Life. The
app lets you bring your favourite catalog item
into an Augmented World, wherever you are,
you can sample out different catalog items in
real world environment.
Try the preview, have a closer view get better
perspective, No longer looking at stills when
you can preview the item in 3D in front of you.

virtual
reality

Virtual Reality
By wearing VR handsets, a realistic image and sound is generated. Person whos
wearing that device will experience an artificial world. He can move around,
walk, touch like the image is for real. We have designed picture-perfect games
in Virtual reality that seem too realistic that even the person forgets hes wearing a gadget to see all that.

The Creepy Mansion
Go out of your way to make yourself SCREAM HARD. Witness a sense of dread from
facing Crawlers, Ankle Biters, Dead heads and a fear of being eaten alive. How would
you cope up with the unease of walking if a pool of blood? Take a deep breath, put the
gear on and step into immense fright-fest.

VR Tunnel
Revel in captivating exposure of tunnel path covered with bushes and trees
with little light at the end. Explore magical ambient and a feeling of wonderment.

Immersive Games
We at NARSUN Studios, use interactive methods to provide deep analysis of audience interested in your product. Just to explain, gamification is not just about playing
games but it is a far-reaching concept. The best thing is that it is very easy breezy to
implement. With our deep engagement via gamification, we have effectively made
our way to the top game development studios in Pakistan.

immersive
games

Battle Ground
Rejoice venture experience of battlefield contest between the two opponents
to be fought by agreement with weapons.

Sword fps
Get control of five different players having their unique weapons to slash at
your enemies with realistic moments of tension. fear, blood and war. Show no
mercy and play like a warrior-king!

